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0.0 INTRODUCTION 
A DF space is a topological vector space sharing 
certain essential properties with the strong duals 
of Frechet spaces. The class of DF spaces 
includes not only all such duals, but also every· 
normed space and many other spaces besides. The 
definition of a DF space is due to Grothendieck 
[9], who derived almost all the important results 
concerning such spaces. 
The "generalized DF spaces" in the title of this 
Thesis are locally convex topological vector spaces 
whose topologies are determined by their restrictions 
to an absorbent sequence of bounded sets. In the 
case when this sequence is a fundamental sequence 
of bounded sets, we obtain the gDF spaces. Many. 
of the properties of DF spaces are shared by all 
gDF spaces. 
The first Chapter of this Thesis comprises 
definitions and results that should be known to a 
reader familiar with the theory of locally convex 
spaces. Chapter 2 contains various results con-
c~rning DF spaces and the strong duals of Frechet 
spaces. The emphasis here has been placed on 
properties peculiar to these spaces, as results 
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common to all gDF spaces are discussed in more 
detail in subsequent Chapters. In Chapter 3 the 
basic features of gDF spaces are described. 
A recurring theme throughout this Thesis is the 
interplay between precompactness, metrizability and 
equicontinuity. This starts almost imperceptibly 
in Chapter 1 with the basic Lemmas 1.3.6 and 1.3.7, 
but becomes progressively more dominant. Concepts 
closely connected to this theme are Schwartz spaces 
and quasinormability; these are discussed in 
Chapters 4 and 5. To make the connection more 
apparent, the idea of an M-quasinormable space is 
introduced (4.3.0): this includes Schwartz spaces 
and quasinormable spaces as special cases. A 
variation on the theme is provided by Theorem 2.4.7, 
a "locally convex" version of a more general result 
by Pfister [1sl, showing that in a DF space pre-
compact sets are metrizable. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to applications of the results 
of the preceding Chapters. Spaces of weakly compact 
and of compact linear maps are investigated, 
yielding generalizations of such well-known results 
as Schauder's Theorem (6.0.5) and the Banach-
Dieudonne Theorem (6.1.8). Finally, an account is 
given of the duality between injective and projective 
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tensor products of Frechet spaces and of serniMontel 
gDF spaces. 
The following results are original: 
3.0.7, 3 • 2 • 2 ' 3 . 3 • 0 ' 
4.3.0, 4 • 3 • 1 ' 4.3.2, 4.3.4, 4 . 4 • 2 ' 4.5.2, 
5. 3. 4' 5 . 3 • 5 ' 
6.0.3, 6 . 0 • 5 ' 6.0.7, 6.0.11. 
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1.0 PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
0. This Chapter consists mainly of 'definitions. The 
reader should be familiar with most of these; the 
intention is to establish notation and terminology 
employed throughout the remainder of the thesis. 
Certain results are quoted without an explicit 
reference or a proof; any of the standard texts 
([19], [17], [24], [13] or [26]) should be consulted. 
1. All vector ,spaces will be over a fixed field :n< , 
which can be either JR or C By a lcs space~ 
we mean a locally convex separated topological vector 
space. Some of our results generalize to a wider 
class of spaces; the interested reader is referred 
to the book [1] by Adasch, Ernst and Keim. 
1.1 Discs and Mackey-convergent sequences. 
0. If s lS a subset of a lcs space E 
' 
rs denotes the absolutely convex hull of s 1.-n E ' 
rs denotes the closed absolutely convex hull of s 
in E 
' 
span s denotes the linear span of s in E . 
1. A disc is an absolutely convex set. 
Associated with each disc A in E is a seminormed 
space EA . The underlying space of EA is span A 
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and its seminorm is the gauge pA of A , defined 
by 
for all x E,span A . The kernel of is 
N(A) = pX(O) = {x E E I (VA > 0) x E AA} 
The quotient space 
E (A) = E Aj N (A) 
is normed. Let L E + E be the canonical 
'1A A (A) 
surjection. Taking the completion of E(A) , we 
obtain a Banach space E(A) . 
2. Under certain conditions, such as when A is 
3. 
4 . 
bounded in E N (A) = { 0} 
so EA is a normed space. The norm topology on 
EA is finer than the subspace topology inherited 
by span A from E .· 
If A is such that EA is a Banach space, we say 
that A is a Banach disc. It can be shown that 
every closed and bounded sequentially complete disc 
in E is a Banach disc. In particular, compact 
discs in E are Banach discs. 
A sequence (xk) of points in E is said to be 
Mackey-convergent if there exists a bounded disc 
A in E such that A absorbs each xk and (xk) 
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converges in the normed space EA . Every 
Mackey-convergent sequence converges in the usual 
sense; if E is such that every convergent 
sequence in E Mackey-converges, we say E 
satisfies the Mackey-convergence condition. This 
is the case with any metrizable lcs space ([17] 
§ 2 8 . 3 ( 1 ) ) . 
1.2 Linked topologies 
0. Let t 1 and t2 be linear topologies on a vector 
space E . We say t1 i.s Zinked to t2 if 
t2 c t1. and t1 has a local base consisting of 
-
t 2 -closed sets. This concept of ten proves useful. 
It can be shown ([29] 6-1-13) that if t 1 is 
linked to t 2 , then i 2 -complete sets are t 1 -complete. 
Furthermore C[17] §28.5(2)), t 1 and t 2 coincide 
on the t 1 -precompact subsets of E . 
1.3 Topologies on spaces of linear maps 
0. Let L(E,F) denote the space of all linear maps 
T: E + P , where E and F are los spaces. 
Suppose A(E,F) is a linear subspace of L(E,F) 
and M is a collection of closed and bounded discs 
in E satisfying 
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M1. UM = E • 
M2. 
M3. (VM E M)(V"A > 0) 
The topology TM on A(E,F) of uniform convergence 
on the members of M has as basic neighbourhoods 
of 0 all sets of the form 
A [ M 'v ] = { T E A ( E ' F ) I TM ~ v } 
where M E M and V is a closed absolutely convex 
neighbourhood of 0 in F . We shall abbreviate 
Let L(E,F) be the 
space of all continuous linear maps E + F . If 
A(R,F) c L(E,F) then AM(E,F) is a lcs space. 
1. Note that L(E,]<) = E' , the dual of E , while 
L(E,]<) = E* , the algebraic dual of E . If we 
set V = · {"A E ]( then 
UM,V] =Mo 
the polar of M E M in E' . Thus the topology 
on is the usual <E' ,E>-polar 
topology induced by M on E' . 
2 • Possible choices of M include 
M(s) = (rs I s is a finite subset of E} 
M(k) = {K K is a cr(E,E')-compact disc in E} 
' 
M(b) = {B B is a closed and bounded disc in E}' 
M(p) = {rp I p is a pre compact set in E} 
M(ca) = {K I K is a compact disc in E} 
' 
M (me) = {r{xk} I (xk) Mackey-converges to 0 in E} . 
3. 
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We shall write As(E,F) for AM(s)(E,F) E' k 
for EM ( k) , etc. The topology T s is known as 
the topology of simple convergence, while Tb lS 
the topology of bounded convergence. It is 
traditional to use the notation o(E' ,E) for the 
weak topology on E' µ(E' ,E) for the Mackey s 
topology on E' k and f3(E' ,E) for the strong 
.topology on E' b We shall ref er to E' b as the 
strong dual of E 
4. If E is itself a space of linear maps defined on 
a lcs space G , we can also consider M(e) , the 
collection of all closed and bounded discs in E 
that are equicontinuous on G . 
5 . Associated with each 'T E L(E,F) lS its adjoint 
T' E L(F' E') 
s' s ' 
defined by 
<x, T'g:> - . <Tx, g> = 
for all x E E and g E F' 
6 . Lemma . . 
Let E and F be lcs spaces. 
On each equicontinuous subset H of L(E,F) the 
topologies of simple and of precompact convergence 
coincide. 
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Proof: 
Clearly 'T C T 
s p Let P E M(p) , and suppose 
is a closed absolutely convex neighbourhood of O 
in F . If H is equicontinuous on E , there 
is a neighbourhood U of 0 in E with TU c V 
for all T E H . By the precompactness of P 
there is a finite S c E with P c S + ~U . 
Now L[P,V] and L[rs,~V] are neighbourhoods of 
0 in L (E,F) and in L (E,F) p s respectively. 
If T E H n L[rs,~v] , then 
TP c T(S+~U) c TfS + ~TU c ~v + ~v = v . 
Thus 
H n L[rS,~V] c L[P,V] . 
7. As a simple consequence of the above Lemma, we 
obtain the following: 
Lemma ((17] §42.1(8)): 
v 
D 
Let TE L(E,F') , where E and F are lcs spaces. 
s 
Suppose M is a collection of closed and bounded 
discs in E as described in 1.3.0, and suppose N 
is a similar collection in F The following 
statements are then equivalent : 
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a. For each M E M , TM 'Z-S pre compact in F' N 
b. For each N E N , the restriction of T' to 
N is a o(F,F')-continuous map into E' M 
c. For each N E N , T'N is.precompact -in E' M 
d. For each M E M , the restriction of T to 
M is a o(E,E')-continuous map into F' N 
Proof: 
a.~ b.: Each N E N is equicontinuous on F~ . 
By 1.3.6, the topology on F' of precompact 
convergence coincides with o(F' ,F) on N . Thus 
if TM is precompact, there exists a basic 
o(F' ,F)-neighbourhood W of 0 in F' with 
W n N c (TM) o But then T'(W n N) c Mo , which 
expresses the desired continuity. 
b. ~ c.: Each N E N is bounded in F , hence 
o(F,F')-precompact. Continuous maps preserve 
precompactnes?, so T'N is precompact in 
c. ~ d. and d. ~a. follow by symmetry. 
E' M 
8. In the case where the lcs spaces E and F form 
a dual pair and T: E + F' is the identity map, 
Lemma 1. 3. 7 reduces to the Grothendieck Interchange 
Theorem : 
0 
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Each M E M is precompact in 
each N E N is precompact in 
F' N 
E' M 
if and only if 
9. Note that if E and F are lcs spaces, with M 
as before, then the closure of a linear subspace 
A(E,F) of L(E,F) in LM(E,F) is 
A(E,F) = n· {A(E,F) + L[M,V] I ME M , v E V} , 
where V is a local base for the topology on F . 
This yields a generalization of Grothendieck's 
Completeness Theorems: provided the lcs space F 
is complete, the completion of AM(E,F) is 
AM(E,F) . In particular, LM(E,F) is complete if . 
and only if those T E L(E,F) that have continuous 
restrictions to each M E M are continuous 
throughout E . (see [17] §39.6). 
1.4 Compact linear maps 
0. A linear map T E L(E,F) is said to be of finite 
rank if there exist continuous linear functionals 
for all x E E . 
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1. A linear map TE L(E,F) is (weakly) compact if 
T maps some neighbourhood of 0 in E onto a 
(a(f,F')-)relatively compact set in F . 
2. Define 
F (E,F) = { T E L(E,F) 
K(E,F) ={TE L(E,F) 
W ( E ,F) = { T E L ( E , F ) 
It is easy to show that 
T is of finite rank} _, 
T is compact} 
T is weakly compact} 
FCE,F) = K(E,F) = W(E,F) c L(E,F) ::_ L(E,F) . 
Interesting questions arise when one defines 
topologies on these spaces. Under what conditions 
is K(E,F) closed in Lb(E,F) ? When is F(E,F) 
dense in L (E,F) ? We shall return to some of p . 
these later. 
3. From Lemma 1.3.7 we obtain 
Schauder's Theorem 
If X and Y are Banach spaces, then T E K(X,Y) 
if and only if T' E KCY' ,X') . 
1.5 Spaces of bilinear maps 
0. Let E , F and G be lcs spaces. A function 
h: E x F + G is said to be bilinear if for each 
x EE and y E F the induced maps h(x, ): F + G 
and h(_,y): E + G are linear. 
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Put B(E x F G) = {h: E x F + G I h lS bilinear}, 
B(E x F G) = {h E B(E x F 
' 
G) 
h lS continuous} 
' 
B(E x F) = B(E x F , no 
B(E x F) = B(E x F , no 
The elements of B(E x F) and of B(E x F) are 
known as bilinear forms on E x F . 
1. Let M be a collection of closed and bounded discs 
in E as described in 1.3.0 and let N be a 
similar collection in F • The topology on B(E x F) 
of uniform convergence on the members of M and 
N has as basic neighbourhoods of 0 all sets of 
the form 
B [M x N] = . {h E B ( E x F) 
( Vx E M , y E N ) I h ( x , y ) I < 1 } , 
where M E M and N E N 
2. Together with this topology, B(E x F) is a lcs 
space, which we shall denote by BMN(E x F) • If 
M and N are chosen from the lists given in 
1.3.2 and 1.3.4, this is simplified to B (E x F), 
SS 
etc. The topology on Bbb(E x F) is known ·as the 
topology of bibounded convergence, while that on 
B (E' x F') is known as the topology of ee 
biequicontinuous convergence. 
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1.6 Tensor products 
O. Let E and F be lcs spaces. Each (x,y)EE x F 
1. 
induces a linear functional X(x,y) on B(E x F), 
given by 
<h, X(x,y)> = h(x,y) 
for all h E B(E x F) • Thus we have a canonical 
bilinear map x: Ex F + (B(E x F)) The tensor 
product E ~ F of E and F is defined to be 
the linear span of X(E x F) in (B(E x F))* 
It is customary to denote X(x,y) by x ® y 
n 
Each z E E ® F ·is of the form L x. ~ y. , where 
. 1 i i i= 
(x.,y.)EExr 
i i 
Let h E B(E x 
Define n E L(E 
n 
n I x. 
i=1 i 
Then no x = h 
F 
@ 
@ 
' 
' 
G) 
' 
where G is a 
F ' ·G) by 
n 
Y· = I h(x.,y.) i 
. 1 i i i= 
so x E BCE x F, E @ 
universal property that every bilinear 
E x F factors uniquely throu~h X 
that 
L(E ® F, G) - B(E x F, G) 
in particular 
(E ® F)* ~ B(E x F) . 
(see [24] III §6.1). 
lcs space. 
F) has the 
map from 
It follows 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
Suppose 
by 
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n 
z = l x. 0 y. 
. 1 i i i= 
We can identify 
with a linear map 
T f = 
z 
n 
l f(x. )y. 
. 1 i i i= 
T E L(E' ,F) 
z 
where f E E' . It follows that 
E 0 F ~ F(E' ,F) 
s 
given 
Thus E 0 F can be thought of either as a space 
of linear functionals on B(E x F) , or as a 
subspace of L(E' ,F) . 
s We can use either 
representation to define topologies on E 0 F . 
The injective tensor product 
to be the lcs space F (E' ,F) 
' e s 
E 0 F is defined 
£ 
. Basic neighbour-
hoods of 0 in E 0 F are of the form 
£ 
n 
nu 0 ,vJ = { l x. 0 y. (Vf E 
. 1 i i i= 
n 
= . { l x. 0 Y· I (Vf E 
. 1 i i i= 
where u and v are closed 
neighbourhoods of 0 in E 
The projective tensor product 
n 
u 0) l f(x. )y. E V} 
. 1 i i i= 
u 0 ,g .E v 0) 
n I f(x.)g(y.)! < 1} 
. 1 i i i= 
absolutely convex 
and in F . 
E 0 F is defined 
1T 
to be E 0 F equipped with the finest locally 
convex topology making x: E x F + E 0 F 
continuous. · Basic neighbourhoods of 0 are of 
5. 
the form 
rx(U x V) 
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n 
= { l A .x. @ y. I 
. 1 l l l l= 
n 
I IA•I ~ 1 'x. Eu' y. EV}. 
. 1 l l l i= 
It can be seen that E @ F ~ F @ E and e: e: ' 
E @ 
7f F ~ F@ 7f E Because 
rx(U x V) c nu 0 ,vJ 
E @ F has a coarser topology than E @ F . e: 7f 
The completion of E @ F e: lS denoted by E @ F e: 
and that of E @ F 7f by E @ 7f F . 
6. It is easy to show that 
(E@ F)' ~ B(E x F) . 
7f 
We would like to know under which conditions this 
isomorphism becomes a topological one. In 
particular, when is 
1.7 Barrelled and bornological spaces 
o. A barrel is a closed absorbent disc. If every 
barrel in E is a neighbourhood of 0 , E is 
said to be barrelled. Barrels are the polars of 
o(E' ,E)-bounded sets in E' , so an equivalent 
definition is that every o(E',E)-bounded disc in 
E' is equicontinuous on E . 
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1. Every lcs space (E,T) can be identified with a 
s~bspace of its bidual E II = ( E' ) ' in general b 
T::. S(E",E')'E . If T = S(E",E')IE ( E' T) lS 
said to be quasibarretled. Such a space always 
. 
has the Mackey topology µ(E,E') It can be 
seen that E is quasibarrelled if and only if 
every S(E' ,E)-bounded disc in E' is equicon-
tinuous on E' 
2. A bornivorous set is one which absorbs all bounded 
sets. Thus E is quasibarrelled if and only if 
every bornivorous barrel in E is a neighbourhood 
of 0 • If every bornivorous disc in E is a 
neighbourhood of 0 , E is bornological. 
3. (DeWilde [5] III) 
An ultrabornivorous set absorbs every bounded 
Banach disc in E . It can be shown that every 
barrel is ultrabornivorous. If every ultra-
bornivorous disc in E is a neighbourhood of Q , 
E is ultrabornological. Ultrabornological spaces 
are clearly both barrelled and bornological. 
4, In a sequentially complete lcs space, every closed 
and bounded disc is a Banach disc. Thus a 
sequentially complete bornological space is 
ultrabornological, and a sequentially complete 
quasibarrelled space is barrelled. Since a 
- 18 -
metrizable lcs space is easily seen to be 
bornological, every Frechet space is ultrabornolo-
gical. 
5. We have seen that barrelled spaces and quasi-
barrelled spaces can be characterized in terms of 
their duals. Altering these characterizations 
slightly enables us to define a number of weaker 
forms of "barrelledness": 
(a) (Husain) 
A lcs space E is countably (quasi)barreZZed if 
each (S(E' ,E)-) cr(E' ,E)-bounded disc in E' 
that is the union of a sequence of equicontinuous 
subsets of E' is itself equicontinuous on E . 
(b) (DeWilde and Houet [6), Saxon and Levin) 
A lcs space E is a-(quasi)barreZZed if each 
(S(E' ,E)-) a(E' ,E)-bounded sequence in E' is 
equicontinuous on E . 
(c) (Webb [28)) 
A lcs space E is sequentially (quasi)barrelZed 
if every sequence in E' that (S(E',E)~cr(E',E)­
converges to 0 is equicontinuous on E . 
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1.8 Reflexivity 
0. A lcs space ( E, T) is semireflexive if E = E" . 
This will occur if and only if every closed and 
bounded disc in (E,T) is a(E,E')-compact. If 
in addition T = 8(E",E'), (E,T) is said to be· 
reflexive. Thus E is reflexive if and only if 
E is both semireflexive and quasibarrelled. 
1. If every closed and bounded disc in E is compact, 
E is semi Mon tel . A Montez space is both semi-
Montel and quasibarrelle~. Since a semiMontel 
space is semireflexive, a Montel space is reflexive. 
2. It is easy to see that if E is reflexive, so is 
Eb . Furthermore, every reflexive space is 
barrelled. Slightly more difficult to show is that 
if E is Montel, then so is E' b ([24] IV §S.9). 
3. If every closed and bounded disc in E is complete, 
E is quasicomplete. A semireflexive space E is 
quasicomplete: its closed and bounded discs are 
a(E,E' )-complete. 
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1.9 Fundamental sequences 
0. Once again, let M be a collection of closed and 
bounded discs in E 
' 
as described in 1.3.0. A 
sequence M1 ' M2' of members of M is 
fundamental if every M E M is absorbed by some· 
Mk Given such a sequence, we can always 
replace it by one which satisfies 
for all k E JN Usually, we shall speak of a 
fundamental sequence of ·members of M(b) as being 
a fundamental sequence of bounded sets in E , 
while one of members of M(p) is known as a 
fundamental sequence of precompact sets. 
1. If F is a metrizable lcs space, then its topology 
2. 
will have a local base consisting of a decreasing 
sequence of barrels V1, V2, ... If M 
contains a fundamental sequence M1, M2, and 
. A(E,F) is a subspace of L(E,F) then 
{/\[Mk, V k 1 I k E TiiJ} is a countable local base for 
the topology on /\M(E,F) , which is therefore 
metrizable. 
On the other hand, Vf, vj, 
sequence of bounded sets in F' b 
form a fundamental 
It can be shown 
([17] §29.1(2)) that any metrizable lcs space 
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containing a fundamental sequence of bounded sets 
must be normable, so in general the strong dual 
of a metrizable lcs space is not metrizable. 
3. Proposition: 
A fundamental sequence of members of M(mc) ~s 
also a fundamental sequence of bounded sets. 
Proof: 
Let M 1 ' M2, ... be a fundamental sequence of 
members of M(mc) . Suppose there exists a 
bounded disc B in E not absorbed by any Mk . 
For each k E :W 
' 
choose xk E l_B so that k 
xk ~ Mk Then (xk) Mackey-converges to 0 
in E 
' 
but r{xk} is not contained in any Mk 
' 
a contradiction. 0 
4. The above Proposition still holds if we replace 
M(mc) by M(p) . Thus if E contains a 
fundamental sequence of precompact sets, then 
every bounded set in E is precompact. (For 
more results of this nature, see De Wilde [4]). 
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2.0 OF SPACES 
O. In his classic paper [g], Grothendieck examined 
Frechet spaces and theirduals. He identified two 
characteristics of the strong dual of a Frechet 
as being of particular importance, and made these 
the basis of his definition of a DF space. He 
was able to show that many of the properties of 
the strong dual of a Frechet space are shared by 
all DF spaces. 
1. Subsequent authors repeated this process, and 
used certain characteristics of a DF space to 
define new classes of spaces, such as the gDF 
spaces. Before we examine any of these 
generalizations, let' us consider some of the 
basic results given in Grothendieck's paper. 
(Some of these also appear in [10], [17] and [14]). 
2. Definition: 
A DF space ~s a countably quasibarrelled space 
containing a fundamental sequence of bounded sets. 
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2.1 Strong duals of Fr~chet spaces 
0. Theorem: 
If F is a metrizable lcs space, Fb 
quasibarrelled. 
is countably 
Proof: 
Let M be the union of an increasing sequence 
of S(F' ,F)-equicontinuous discs M1, M2, ... in 
F" . We shall show that if M is S(F",F')-
bounded in F" , then M is equicontinuous on 
As each Mn is equicontinuous on Fb , for each 
n EJN there is a bounded disc B in F 
n 
satisfying 
B0 c Mo 
n - n 
Let . {Vk k Elli} be a local base for the topology 
on F • Taking polars first in F' , then in F" 
' 
we see that each 
of 0 in F" . 
;\k > 0 be such 
For each n E JN 
and then define 
voo 
k 
Thus 
that 
vo 
k c 
' 
set 
w = n 
An = 
is a 
v 0 0 
k 
;\ Mo 
k 
n 
. 
S(F",F')-neighbourhood 
absorbs M • 
' 
let 
n >-kVk 
k=1 
wo + Bo n n 
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Note that for k = 1, 2, •.. n, 
wo c (" v ) o = 1 / vo c Mo 
n k k A.k k -
Each W is a neighbourhood of 0 in F , so 
n 
w0 is cr(F' ,F)-cornpact in F' and A is a 
n n 
a(F' ,F)-closed disc in F' Put 
00 
A = n A . 
n=1 n 
Because A is a a(F' ,F)-closed disc in F' , to 
show that Ao n F is bounded in F it is 
sufficient to prove that for each rn EJN A 
absorbs For n = 1, 2 , . . . rn V absorbs 
rn 
B , so there are a > 0 with 
n n 
Then 
a B c V 
n n - rn 
a vo c Bo c A 
n rn - n - n 
For n= (rn+1), (rn+2), ... we have that 
W c A. V 
n rn rn 
so 
11/.. vo c wo c 
rn - n -rn 
B = min {a1, rn 
B vo CA 
rn rn n 
for all n E JN , and so 
B v0 c A . 
rn rn -
It follows that Ao n F 
is a neighbourhood of 
equicontinuous on F' b 
A 
n 
1;/.. a2, ... a 
rn' 
} 
rn 
is bounded in 
0 in F' b . That 
is a consequence 
A = wo + Bo c Mo + Mo c Mo + Mo = 2Mo n n· n n n n n 
F 
of 
' 
so A 
M is 
0 
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1. Corollary: 
The strong dual of a Frechet space is a DF space. 
2.2 Distinguished Frechet spaces. 
O. The strong duals of Frechet spaces display certain 
properties that,are not common to all DF spaces. 
A simple example is completeness: the strong dual 
of a Frechet space (and indeed of any bornological 
space) is always complete, but there exist DF 
spaces which are not complete (such as any normed 
space which fails to be a Banach space). 
1. A more interesting example of a property not 
' 
shared by all DF spaces is the following: 
Theorem ([5] III 3.12) 
If F is a Frechet space, the following are 
equivalent:. 
a. F' b is ultrabornological. 
b. F' b ~s bornological. 
c. F' b is quasibarrelled. 
d. F' b is barrelled, 
The implications a. ~ b, and b. ~ c. are 
trivial, while c. ~ d. follows from the 
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completeness of Fb . To prove d. ~ a. we shall 
use the following: 
2. Definition: 
Let A be a disc in a vector space E . By the 
algebraic closure of A we mean the closure of 
A in its associated seminormed space EA ; this 
lS 
3. Lemma: 
Aa = n (1 + i=:)A • 
i=:>o 
If a disc A in the strong dual of a metrizable 
lcs space F can be expressed in the form 
00 
A = r( U t..kv~) 
k=1 I k E JN} · is a local base for the 
neighbourhoods of 0 ~n F and each 
then 
Proof: 
From the definition of Aa we see that 
Given 
Aa = clS(F' ,F)A . 
a f E F' ' A , we shall show 
A. > 0 ' k 
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For each n E ]IJ , put 
so that 
An = r( U " v0 ) 
k=1 k k 
00 
A = LJ A n 
n=1 
Being the absolutely convex hull of a D(F' ,F)-
compact set, each A 
n 
is a D(F' ,F)-compact disc 
in F' • It follows that 
n 1 ' 
= [ 0 / Vk] o • 
k=1 "k 
Since f Et A a , f Et ( 1 + E )A for some E > 0 • 
Thus 
f Et (1+ t)A 
n 
for all n E ]IJ • For each n E ]IJ choose 
E nn 1; 
xn k=1 "k vk 
so that 
lfCx 
n 
) I > 1 + E. 
The sequence (x ) is bounded in F 
' 
so n 
polar w is a neighbourhood of 0 in F' b 
its 
. We 
shall prove that f Et clB(F' ,F)A by showing that 
Cf + EW) n A = 0 . 
Suppose (f + E:g) E A for some g E W . Then 
(f + E:g) E AN for some N E ]\J so 
I £ ( XN ) I < I ( f + E g ) ( XN ) I + e: I g ( XN ) I 
1 + E 
contradicting the choice of xN . 
0 
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4. Proof of 2.1.1, d. •a. 
Let {Vk I k E JN} be a local base for the topology 
on F . Each vo k is a bounded Banach disc in F' b 
so if u is a,n ultrabornivorous disc in F' b then 
U absorbs Thus there are such 
that 
By the Lemma, Aa is a closed disc in Fb . 
Furthermore Aa is absorbent, so it is a barrel. 
Because 
Aa c 2A c 2U 
and Fb is barrelled, U is a neighbourhood of 
0 in Fb . 
5. A lcs space E is distinguished if every 
0 
cr(E" ,E' )-bounded set in E" lies in the cr(E" ,E' )-
closure of a bounded disc in E . It is easy to 
see E is distinguished if and only if E' b is 
barrelled, so we can express the above Theorem 
ih the following form: 
6. Corollary: 
A Frechet space F is distinguished if and only 
if F' b is bornological. 
0 
' 
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7. Kothe ([17] §31.7) gives an example of a non-
distinguished Frechet space. Thus there exist 
Frechet spaces whose strong duals are countably 
quasibarrelled, but not quasibarrelled. 
8. For some time after the publication of Grothendieck's 
paper [9] it was conjectured that all quasibarrelled 
DF spaces are bornological. This was eventually 
proved false by Valdivia [27], who constructed a 
class of counterexamples. 
2.3 Localization 
O. The following Theorem describes what is probably 
the most important feature of a DF space: its 
topology is determined by its fundamental sequence 
of bounded sets. 
1. Theorem: 
be a fundamental sequence of 
bounded sets &n a DF space (E,T) A disc 
U &n E is a neighbourhood of 0 in (E,T) 
if and only if U n B 
n 
is a 
of 0 for each n E JN • 
TIB -neighbourhood 
n 
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Proof: 
=> Trivial. 
For each n E :W , let u 
n 
be a closed 
absolutely convex neighbourhood of O in (E,T) 
satisfying 
U n B c U • 
n n 
Put 
w = clT[(U n B ) + ~u 1 
n n n 
Wn is then a closed absolutely convex neighbour-
hood of 0 in (E,T) and satisfies 
w n B c ({(Un B ) + iu } + iu ] n B n n n 2 n 2 n n 
c [ (U n B ) + u ] n B 
n n n 
c (U n B ) + (U n 2B ) n n n 
c (U n B ) + 2 (U n B ) 
n n n 
c 3(U n B ) . n. 
00 
We wish to show that w = n w is a neighbourhood 
n=1 n 
of 0 in (E,T) . To prove that WO is 
S(E' ,E)-bounded in E' , we need only show that 
W absorbs each B 
m 
For n = 1 , 2 , . . . m , 
there are a > 0 such that 
n 
v c a W 
m n n 
Furthermore, there is a >.. 
m 
B c A u 
m mm 
so for n = m + 1, m + 2 ' 
B c >.. cu n B ) 
m m m m 
c >.. 
m 
(U n B ) 
m 
c >.. (U n B ) c 
m n 
> 0 such that 
>.. W 
m n 
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Put B = max {a 1 ' a2, ... a A } then m m' m ' 
B c B w 
m m n 
for all n E JN 
' 
and so 
B c B W 
m m 
Thus w absorbs each B 
m ' 
and is therefore a 
neighbourhood of 0 in ( E' T) . Consider x E w ·. 
Since x .E BN for some N E JN 
' 
x E WN n B c 3 (U n BN) c 3U N - -
Thus we 3U 
' 
which means that u is a neigh-
bourhood of 0 in (E,T) . 0 
2. In subsequent Chapters, we shall explore the 
consequences of this property in more detail. 
2.4 Quasibarrelled DF spaces 
0. In DF spaces, quasibarrelledness and separability 
are closely related. The following result shows 
why 
1, Theorem (De Wilde and Houet [5]): 
On each separable subset A of a a-quasibarreZZed 
space (E,T), B(E" ,E') and T coincide. 
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Proof: 
Let N be a countable dense subset of A . 
Without any loss of generality, we can assume 
A = E n NOD Since T = B(E",E')IE , we need 
only show S(E" E')I c Tl 
' A - A . Let B be a bounded 
disc in E' 
' 
A n Bo is then a basic b B(E",E' )IA-
neighbourhood of 0 . The case when A c Bo is 
trivial, so assume that N' B0 * 0 . For each 
x E N'- B0 , choose f E B 
x so that 
then set 
M =·{f Ix E N'BO} 
x 
f3ecause M c B the elements of M form a 
bounded sequence in Eb . As (E,T) is 
cr-quasibarrelled, M is T-equicontinuous. To 
show that A n Bo is a TI A-neighbourhoo'd of 
we shall prove that 
A n intT(E n Mo) c Bo . 
Suppose not; then because N is dense in A 
' 
there will be an x E N n intT(E n Mo) with 
x ~ Bo But then x E Mo and f E M , so 
x 
If <x)I ~1. 
x This contradicts the choice of 
f 
x 
2, Corollary: 
0 
' 
D 
A separable a-quasibarrelled space is quasibarrelled. 
D 
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3. Similarly, a separable a-barrelled space is 
barrelled. 
4. A DF space is by definition countably quas1-
barrelled, and hence o-quasibarrell~d. Thus 
separable DF spaces.are quasibarrelled. 
5. From Theorem 2.3.1 it follows that a DF space 
(E,T) is quasibarrelled if and only if B(E",E') 
coincides with T on each member of a fundamental 
sequence of bounded sets. 
6. Corollary: 
Let be a fundamental sequence of 
bounded sets in a DF space. (E, T), If T 
is metrizable on each B , then (E,T) ~s 
n 
quasibarrelled. 
Proof: 
The topology on a metric space is determined by 
its convergent sequences. Any sequence (x ) 
n 
separable, so B( E", E' ) . coincides with T on 
. {x I n E JN} • 
n 
T on each B. 
n 
Thus B(E" ,E') coincides with 
is 
0 
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7. Theorem (Pfister (18]) 
In a DF space (E,•) , precompact sets are 
metrizabZe. 
Proof: 
Let K be a precompact disc in (E,•) we shall 
use transfinite induction to construct a countable 
family of neighbourhoods of 0 in (E,•) that 
will induce a metrizable topology on E 
coinciding with T on K . 
Let w1 denote the first uncountable ordinal. 
We start by choosing U0 = E Suppose for some 
countable ordinal B (0 < B < w1 ) , we have 
chosen a family . {Ua I a < B} of closed 
absolutely convex neighbourhoods of 0 in (E,•) 
Let be the topology on E that has this 
family as a local subbase. Clearly m
8 
is 
metrizable and If coincides with 
T on K , there is no need to carry on any 
further. So suppose m8 I K * T I K . We can then 
find a closed absolutely convex •-neighbourhood 
of Q , u8 , such that Kn 2u 8 is not an 
m8 IK-neighbourhood of O . 
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The problem is to show that there exists a count-
able S < w1 such that 
Suppose not; we shall construct a sequence (x ) 
n 
in K and a neighbourhood U of O in (E,T) 
such that 
for all n,r E JN This will contradict the 
precompactness of K . 
be a fundamental sequence of 
bounded sets in (E,T) Using induction, we 
shall 'select a monotonically increasing sequence 
a(1), a(2), ... of countable ordinals together 
with a sequence p(1), p(2), ... 
numbers such that 
( Vn, k E JN) 
For each p E JN , put 
n(1,p) = {a < w1 I B1 c pU } . 
- a 
of natural 
00 
U nc1,p) 
p=1 
contains all countable ordinals, and is therefore 
Because is absorbed by every u 
a 
uncountable. Thus there is a p(1) E JN such that 
nC1,p(1)) is uncountable; choose a(1) E Q(1,p(1)). 
Now for each n,p E JN , define 
Q(n+1,p) = {a E Q(n,p(n)) pU } . 
a 
Again, because 
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00 
U n(n+1,p) = n(n,p(n)) , 
p=1 
there is a p(n+1) Elli such that n(n+1, p(n+1)) 
is uncountable. Choose a(n+1) E n(n+1, p(n+1)) 
so that 
a(n+1) > a(n) 
Note that if n < k , then 
a(k) E n(k,p(k)) c n(n,p(n)) , 
which means that 
Put 
00 
u = k~1 ua(k) . 
To show U is a neighbourhood of O in (E,T) , 
we need only show U absorbs each B 
n 
k = 1, 2, . . . n , find ;\ > 0 k 
8n _:: ;\k Ua(k) • 
so that 
For 
For k = n+1, n+2, ... , we already have that 
Put µ = max { ;\ 1 , >. 2 , • • • 
as required. 
B c µ U , 
n 
;\ , p(n)} 
n 
We can now construct the sequence 
n 
then 
( x ) . 
n 
For 
each n E ]IJ , -n u k=1 a(k) 
hood of 0 . We chose 
is an ma(n+l)-neighbour-
Ua(n+l) so that 
Kn 2Ua(n+l) would not be an ma(n+l)IK-neighbour-
hood of 0 , so 
n 
K n n U cf: 2U k=1 a(k) · a(n+1) · 
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n 
Choose x E K n n U so that x 
n k=i a(k) n I[ 2Ua(n+1). 
We now check that if n ,r E JN , then 
x - x I[ u 
n n+r 
Suppose xn E x + U ( i) . n+r a n+ Then since 
n+r 
xn+r E kQ 1Ua(k) = Ua(n+1)' 
we have that 
xn E xn+r + Ua(n+1) = 2Ua(n+1) · 
This contradicts the choice of xn 
8. Note that a precompact metric space is separable. 
Thus in a DF space E , precompact sets are 
separable, and therefore have the topology 
S(E",E') . 
9. Corollaries: 
a. If every bounded set in a DF space E ~s 
precompact~ then E is quasibarrelled. 
b. A semiMontel DF space is Mantel. 
10. A semireflexive DF space need not be reflexive, 
as the following example shows: Let X be a 
non-separable reflexive Banach space. On X' 
put the topology y(X' ,X) of uniform 
D 
D 
convergence on the bounded separable discs in X . 
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Then y ( X' , X) * µ ( X' , X) = B ( X' , X) , so 
(X' ,y(X' ,X)) is not quasibarrelled. However, 
(X', y(X' ,X)) is a semireflexive DF space. 
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3.0 gDF SPACES 
0. In 2.3.0 we stated the most important feature of a 
DF space is that its topology is determined by 
its fundamental sequence of bounded sets. We will 
now examine· this in more detail. We shall introduce 
a class of spaces, the gDF spaces, characterized 
by this property. 
1. Definitions: 
L~t (E,T) be a lcs space. 
By an absorbent sequence, we mean an increasing 
sequence A = (A ) 
n 
of discs in E whose union 
spans E . Let nA denote the finest locally 
convex topology on ~ that agrees with T on 
each A 
n 
If T = nA . , we say T lS 
ZocaZizabZe on A • 
2. The idea of an absorbent sequence is due to De 
Wilde and Houet [6]. The topology nA is an 
example of a generalized inductive Zimit topology, 
as introduced by Garling [7]. Subsequent authors 
have developed these concepts further; see [20] 
and [ 1]. 
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3. We shall only consider absorbent sequences that 
satisfy 
for all k E JN • If this holds, nA has a local 
base consisting of all discs in E that intersect 
each An in a Tl An-neighbourhood of O • 
4. Let F be a lcs space. If T E L(E,F) has 
continuous restrictions to each A , T is 
n 
nA-continuous on E . Thus the topology on E 
is localizable on A if and only if for each lcs 
space F , every such T is continuous. We can 
sharpen this result slightly: 
5. Lemma: 
If A = (A ) n ~s an absorbent sequence in a Zcs 
space E , then the following are equivalent: 
a. The topology on E is localizable on A 
b. For each Banach space y , those T E L(E,Y) 
that have continuous restrictions to each 
are continuous on E 
Proof: 
We shall only show b. =>a. 
A 
Let u be a disc in E intersecting each A 
n 
in 
n 
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a TIA -neighbourhood of 0 . Then u spans E 
' n 
so the canonical surjection ~u= Eu + E(U) can 
be thought of as a mapping of E into the Banach 
space E(U) . Let B be the closed unit ball in 
is the closure of 9uu in E(U) . 
For each nElli 
9ucu n A ) c 9uu:: B 
' n -
is continuous on each A Thus 
n 
so ~u 
9u E L(E,E(U)) . Since 
9J (B) = U , 
U is a neighbourhood of 0 in E . D 
6. Again let M be a collection of closed and bounded 
discs in a lcs space E , as described in 1.3.0. 
Suppose F is a complete lcs space. By 
Grothendieck's Completeness Theorems (1.3.9), it 
follows from 3.0.4 that if the topology on E is 
localizable on a fundamental sequence of members 
of M , then LM(E,F) is complete. Similarly, 
Lemma 3.0.5 gives us the following: 
7. Theorem: 
Let E be a Zcs space and suppose M is as before. 
The fo Z lowing are equiva Zent: .. 
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(a) The topology on E 'Z-S localizable on a 
fundamental sequence M1, M2, ... of members 
of M . 
(b) For each Frechet space F , LM(E,F) 'Z-S a 
Frechet space. 
(c) For each Banach space y , LM(E,Y) is a 
Frechet space. 
Proof: 
(a)=>(b): 
Let { V k I k E IN} be a local base for the topology 
on F . We can assume V1, V2, lS a 
decreasing seq"uence of barrels. Then 
{ L [ Mk ' v k ] I k E IN } 
forms a local base for the topology on LM(E,F) . 
Completeness follows from 3.0.6. 
(b) => (c): Trivial. 
(c) => (a): 
Choosing Y = JK , we see that EM has a countable 
local base for its topology; the polars of basic 
neighbourhoods of 0 in EM will be the desired 
fundamental sequence. That the topology on E is 
localizable on this sequence follows from the 
completeness of each LM(E,Y) .. 
D 
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8. Theorem 2.3.1 says the topology of a DF space 
is localizab'le on its fundamental sequence of 
bounded sets. 
9. Definition: 
A gDF space is a lcs space whose topology is 
localizable on a fundamental sequence of bounded 
sets. 
10. The term "gDF space" was invented by Ruess 
([21], [22] and [23]) as an abbreviation for 
"generalized DF space" ; we shall use this name 
because much of what follows is based on his 
work. However, various other names have been used 
for the same concept, the most common being 
"a-locally topological space" , which appears in 
[ 1 ] and [ 1 7 ] . 
11. From Theorem 3.0.7. we see that if E is a gDF 
space and F is a Frechet space, then 
is a Frechet space. In particular, the strong 
dual of a gDF space is a Frechet space. If E 
is a gDF space, CE')' is a 'DF space. b b 
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3.1 The completion of a gDF space 
0. The following result can be proved by means of a 
construction similar to that used in the Dieudonne-
Schwartz Theorem on bounded sets in countable 
inductive limits ([24] II 6.5). 
Lemma: 
Let A = (A ) be an absorbent sequence in a lcs 
n 
space (E,T) If B ~s a bounded disc in 
(E,T) , then the following are equivalent: 
a. B is bounded in (E,nA) . 
b. For some n E IN ,, B is absorbed by cl A . D 
T n 
1. Lemma: 
Let E be a dense linear subspace of a lcs space 
F . If E contains an absorbent sequence 
A = (A ) such that 
n 
sequence ~n F ,, then 
2. Proposition: 
The completion of a gDF space ~s a gDF space. 
D 
D 
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3. Corollary: 
Quasicomplete gDF spaces are complete. D 
3.2 The countable neighbourhood condition 
0. In some respects, this property is a weaker version 
of countable quasibarrelledness. 
1. Definition: 
A lcs space E satisfies the countable neighbour-
hood condition if for each sequence (U ) of 
n 
closed absolutely convex neighbourhoods of 0 in 
E there exist an > 0 such that 
00 
u ~ n a u 
n=1 n n 
is again a neighbourhood of 0 in E . 
2. Proposition: 
Let E be a lcs space, with M as before. If 
the topology on E is localizable on a fundamental 
sequence M1, Mz, ... of members of M , then E 
satisfies the countable neighbourhood condition. 
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Proof: 
Suppose we are given a sequence (U ) of closed 
n 
absolutely convex neighbourhoods of 0 in E . 
Because each Mk is bounded, there are Ank > 0 
such that 
Mk c A kU 
- n n 
for all n,k E JN • For each n E JN , put 
an = max {Ani' An 2 ' 
Then for k = 1, 2, n, 
Put 
Then for each 
00 
c a U 
n n 
u = n a u 
n=1 n n 
k E JN , 
k 
n a u n 
n=1 n n 
00 
n (a u 
n=k+1 n n 
k 
= (n~1 an un) n Mk 
A } 
nn 
n 
Since each ( ~ a U :) 
n=1 n n 
is a neighbourhood of 0 
in E , so is U . 
3. Corollary: 
Every gDF space satisfies the countable 
neighbourhood condition. 
D 
D 
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4. Any linear subspace of a lcs space satisfying the 
countable neighbourhood condition inherits that 
property; This is a useful observation, for the 
property of being localizable on a fundamental 
sequence of members of a particular collection M 
need not be inherited by subspace topologies. 
3.3 Sequential quasibarrelledness 
0. Proposition: 
Let E and F be lcs spaces~ with M as before. 
Suppose the topology on E is localizable on a 
fundamental sequence of members of M Then 
every precompact subset H of LM(E,F) is 
equicontinuous on E . 
Proof: 
Let V be a closed absolutely convex neighbourhood 
of 0 in F . For each k Elli there is a finite 
subset · {Tik' T2k' ... 
n 
H c LJ T.k + 
. 1 i i~ 
Tnk} of 
1 
2 L[Mk,V] 
H such that 
Let Uk be a closed absolutel¥ convex neighbourhood 
of 0 in E satisfying 
n 
LJ T.kuk c 
. 1 i i= 
lv 2 
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Consider T E H Since 
T 1 = T ik + 2 S 
for some l E {1, 2' ... n} and s E L[Mk,V] 
T(Uk n Mk) TikUk 1 v c + 2SMk c . 
-
Put 
00 
u = r U (Uk n Mk) 
k=1 
then u lS a neighbourhood of 0 in E 
satisfying 
TU c v 
for all T E H 
D 
1. Corollary: 
In the strong dual of a gDF space, precompact 
sets are equicontinuous. D 
2. A countably quasibarrelled gDF space is auto-
matically a DF space. We shall see later there 
exist gDF spaces which are not DF spaces, and 
are therefore not countably quasibarrelled. 
However, every gDF space does have a certain 
element of barrelledness: 
3. Corollary: 
Every gDF space ~s sequentially quasibarrelled. 
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Proof: 
If E is a lcs space, then any sequence that 
BCE' ,E)-converges to 0 in Eb forms a pre-
cornpact set in Eb . D 
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4.0 SCHWARTZ SPACES AND QUASINORMABILITY 
0. Apart from DF spaces, Grothendieck discussed two 
other classes of spaces in his paper [9]. In general, 
if H is a closed subspace of a lcs space E , not 
every bounded set in E/H need lie in the canonical 
image of a bounded disc in E . This can happen even 
if E is a Frechet Mentel space ([17] §31.5). Thus 
a separated quotient of a Frechet Mentel space need 
not be reflexive, let alone Mentel. To avoid such 
problems, Grothendieck introduced the notion of a 
Schwartz space, a natural generalization of which 
is that of a quasinormable space. Interestingly 
enough, Grothendieck did not show that every DF 
space is quasinormable, it was left to Kats [16] 
to prove this is trui. 
1. Let u and v be discs in a lcs space E . If 
u absorbs v 
' 
there is a natural linear map 
<I>vu E L(E(V)'E(U)) given by 
lf>vu<x + N(V)) = x + N(U) . 
-
-This extends to a map <I>vu E L(E(V)'E(U)) the 
following diagram corrunutes 
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EV c..... EU (seminormed) 
~v 
1 i~u 
<Iivu {normed) 
E(V) E(U) 
1 
<Iivu 
1 
E(V) E(U) (Banach) 
2. If u and v are both neighbourhoods of 0 in 
E 
' 
then (E(U))' ~ E(uo) """ E' 
- u 
-
and (E(V))' ~ E (Vo) ~ E' v 
-It follows that the adjoint c <Iivu)' of <Iivu can 
be identified with <Iiuovo and hence with the 
inclusion of E{;o into E\,o 
-(E(U)) I ~ E(uo) ~ Eijo 
1 
- j 1 c <Iivu)' <Iiuo vo 
(E(V))' ~ E(v o) ==. E\,o 
3. Definition (Swart (25]. 2.1) 
Let U be a disc in a vector space E . We say 
V c E is totally bounded relative to U if 
(VE > 0) (3 finite S c V) v c s + EU • 
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4. Proposition. ([25] 2.6 and 2.8) 
If U and V are closed absolutely convex neigh-
bourhoo~s of 0 in a lcs space E , the following 
are equivalent : 
a. v is totally bounded relative to u . 
b. u absorbs v and kiuv is precompact in E(U) 
- -c. u absorbs v and cI>vu E K(E(V)' E(U)) . 
d. vo absorbs uo and .uo is relatively compact 
in E' o v . 
Proof: 
a. => b.: Trivial. 
b. => c.: Let B be the closure of 9vv in 
E(V) . Because cI>vu ~VV = ~UV is pre compact in 
E(U) 
' 
cI>vuB is relatively compact in E(U) ; B 
is the unit ball in E(V) 
c.=>d.: Since uo = (cI> )'uo 
vu , this follows from 
Schauder's Theorem. 
d. => a.: Let e: > 0 be given. By'the precompact-
ness of uo in EI 0 
v ' 
there is a finite c c uo 
with 
uO c C + 11 3 e: vo . 
Thus if f E uo 
' 
then f = g + 1 I 3 e: h for some 
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g E C and h E v 0 • Because v 0 absorbs 
u absorbs v and so 
neighbourhood of 0 in 
is a a (E(V)'EVo)-
Since 9vv is 
contained in the unit ball of E(V)' 9vv is 
a(E(V)' Ev 0 )-precompact. Thus there is a finite 
s c v with 
9vv c 9 vS + 1; £ 9 vco 
' 
6 
i . e . 
V c (S + 1; 
6 E: c 0 ) + N(V) . 
Since u absorbs v and c c uo 
' 
N(V) c 1; 
6 £ u c 
1; 
6 E: c 0 ' 
which means that 
v c s + 1; 3 E: c 0 
If x E v 
' 
then for some y E s 
' 
x - y E 1; 3 E: c 0 
Thus 
lf<x-y)I < lg<x-y)I 11 lh<x)I 1 . I g(x) I + £ + 13 E: 3 
and so x - y E E:UOO = E:U We therefore have 
V c S + E:U • 
4.1 Schwartz topologies 
0. Definition (Grothendieck [9]): 
A Schwartz space is a lcs space E in which for 
each closed absolutely convex neighbourhood U of 
< E: 
' 
D 
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0 there exists a neighbourhood of 0 totally 
bounded relative to U . 
1. According to the above Proposition, an equivalent 
requirement is that for each such U there must 
be an absolutely convex neighbourhood V of 0 · 
such that U is relatively compact in the Banach 
2. Definition ([25] 2.10) 
I 
If (E,T) is a Schwartz space, T is referred 
to as a Schwartz topology for E . 
3. If U is a cr(E,E')-neighbourhood of O in a lcs 
space E , then Euo ·is finite-dimensional. 
Because is relatively compact in E'o u 
a(E,E') is always a Schwartz topology on E . 
4. Schwartz spaces have remarkable permanence 
properties. The class of all such spaces is 
closed under the taking of subspaces, products, 
projective limits, separated quotients, countable 
inductive limits and countable direct sums. (For 
a proof, see [13] 3, §15.) 
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5. (Swart [25] 3.1) 
Let (E,,) be a lcs space. The collection of all 
Schwartz topologies coarser than T contains 
o(E,E') . Taking a projective limit, we find there 
is a finest Schwartz topology s T coarser than .T • 
We shall ref er to s (E,T ) as the Schwartz space 
associated with (E,T) . 
6. It can be shown (Swart [25] 4.6) that each 
T E L(E,F) remains continuous if both E and F 
are replaced by their associated Schwartz spaces. 
In the language of category theory, this says the 
Schwartz spaces form a full epireflective sub-
category of the category of all lcs spaces and 
their continuous linear maps. 
4.2 Quasinormable spaces 
0. Definition: 
A lcs space E is quasinormable if for each closed 
absolutely convex neighbourhood U of 0 in E 
there exists a neighbourhood V of 0 satisfying 
(VE > 0) ( 3 bounded disc B in E) V c B + EU • 
1. Obviously every Schwartz space is quasinormable. 
In fact, it is easy to prove the following: 
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Proposition: 
The Schwartz spaces are exactly those quasinormabZe 
spaces in which every bounded disc is precompact. 
0 
2. Corollaries: 
a. Every quasicompZete Schwartz space is semiMonteZ. 
b. Every Frechet Schwartz space is Montez. 
\ 0 
\ 
3. It follows from Theorem 2.2.1 and Corollary 4.2.2b 
that the strong dual of a Frechet Schwartz space 
is ultrabornological. (In fact, the strong dual 
of any complete Schwartz space is ultrabornological 
([5] III 3.10)). 
4. Theorem: 
Every gDF space E is quasinormabZe. 
Proof (Kats [16]): 
Let U be a closed absolutely convex neighbourhood 
of 0 in E. Suppose B1, B2 , ••• is a 
fundamental sequence of bounded sets in E . For 
each k E JN , put 
then set 
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00 
v = n vk . 
k=1 
We must show V is a neighbourhood of 0 in E . 
Let n E JN . For k = 1, 2' ... n 
' 
B n 1 1 u Bk 1u vk ju c c + = 
' 
n n k k 
so 
1uc 
n 
B n n vk . n n k=1 
For k = n + 1, n + 2' ... 
' 
B c Bk c vk 
' 
so n 00 
B n 1 u c n vk . n n k=n+1 
Thus 
B n 1; u c v n n 
which means that v is a neighbourhood of 0 in 
E . Now let £ > 0 be given. Choose k E JN so 
that 1;, k < £ Then 
v :: vk = Bk + 1; u c Bk + EU . D k 
5. From 1.9.4, 4.2.1 and 4.2.4, we see that a lcs 
space E is a Schwartz gDF -space if and only~if 
its topology is localizable on a fundamental 
sequence of precompact sets. Thus every semiMontel 
gDF space ~s a Schwartz space. This has the 
following converse : 
6. Proposition: 
The completion of a Schwartz gDF space E is 
semiMontel. 
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Proof: 
Proposition 3 .1. 2 says E is a gDF space. If 
P1, Pz, form a fundamental sequence of pre-
compact sets in E 
' 
then their completions 
P1, Pz, will be a fundamental sequence of 
bounded sets in E consisting of compact discs. 
0 
4.3 A generalization of quasinormability 
0. Once again let M be a collection of closed and 
bounded discs in E, as described in 1.3.0. We 
shall refer to E as being M-quasinormabZe if for 
each absolutely convex neighbourhood U of 01in E 
there exists a neighb.ourhood V of 0 satisfying 
(VE > 0)(3M E M) v c M + EU • 
1. Clearly in the case when M = M(s) , this is the 
definition of a Schwartz space given in 4.1.0, while 
if M = M(b) we have the definition of quasi-
normability used in 4.2.0. It is easy to modify 
Theorem 4.2.4 so as to prove that whenever the 
topology on E is localizable on some fundamental 
sequence of members of M , then E is 
M-quasinormable. 
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2. Proposition: 
Let E and F be Zcs spaces, with M as above. 
If E is M-quasinormabZe and F is metrizabZe, 
then each equicontinuous subset H of LM(E,F) 
is metrizabZe. 
Proof: 
Let W1 , W2 , ••• be a decreasing sequence of 
barrels forming a local base for the topology on 
F. For each k EJN, let Uk be a closed 
absolutely convex neighbourhood of 0 in E 
satisfying 
u { Tuk I T E H } :: wk 
By the M-quasinormabi~ity of E , there is a 
closed absolutely convex neighbourhood Vk of 0 
in E satisfying 
(VE > 0)(3M EM) vk:: M + Euk . 
Now {L[Vk,Wk] k Elli} is a local subbase for a 
pseudornetrizable topology on L(E,F) . Since each 
Vk absorbs every M E M , this topology is finer 
than the one on L1/E,F) . To show the two 
topologies coincide on H 
Choose M E M so that 
let k E :m be given. 
Vk c M + ~Uk . 
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Suppose T E H n L[M,~Wk] then 
and so 
0 
3. Corollaries: 
a. If E is a Schwartz space, then eve~y equi-
continuous subset of E' ~s cr(E' ,E)-me.trizable. 
b. If E is a quasinormable space, then every 
equicontinuous subset of E' is S(E' ,E)-
metrizable. 
0 
~. Proposition: 
Let E be a lcs space, with M as before. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
a. E is M-quasinormable. 
b. For each equicontinuous disc H ~n E 1 there , 
exists an absolutely convex neighbourhood V 
of · 0 in E such that on H the topologies of 
uniform convergence on the members of M and 
on V coincide. 
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Proof: 
a.=>b.: This is a special case of Proposition 
4. 3. 2. 
b. => a.: If U 
neighbourhood of 
equicontinuous on 
described in b. 
M E M with 
so that 
is a closed absolutely convex 
0 in E , then H = uO ls 
E Let V be the neighbourhood 
For each E > 0 there is an 
v c voo c E(H n M0 ) 0 c E(M u u) 00 c E(M + U) • 
Since EM E M , the result follows. 
0 
5. Corollary: 
A lcs space E is quasinormable if and only if for 
each equicontinuous disc H &n E' , there exists 
an absolutely convex neighbourhood V of 0 &n E 
such that BCE' ,E) coincides on H with the 
topology of uniform convergence on V 0 
6. The above characterization suggests why such spaces 
should be called "quasinormable". In fact, 
Grothendieck used this result as his original 
definition of quasinormability([g] III D~finition 4). 
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4.4 Equihypocontinuity 
0. Definitions ([17] §40.2) 
Let E, F and G be lcs spaces. Suppose R and 
S are collections of subsets of E and of F 
respectively, and H is a subset of B(E x F, G) . 
We say H is R x S-equihypocontinuous if for each 
R E R the set 
H(R, ) = {h(x, ) I h E H, x E R} 
is equicontinuous on F and for each S E S the 
set 
H( ,S) = {h( ,y) I h E H, y E S} 
is equicontinuous on E . If R and S are the 
collections of all closed and bounded discs in E 
and in F respectively, we say H is 
equihypocontinuous, and refer to an h E H as being 
hypocontinuous. 
1. If R and S consist of bounded sets in E and 
in F , then every equicontinuous subset of 
B(E x F, G) is R x S-equihypocontinuous. 
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2. Theorem: 
Let E , F and G be lcs spaces. Suppose M is 
a collection of closed and bounded discs in E , 
as described in 1.3.0, and A = (A ) 
n 
is an 
absorbent sequence in F Provided 
a. E is M-quasinormable, 
b. E satisfies the countable neighbourhood 
condition, 
c. the to po logy on F is lo ca lizable on A, 
every M x A-equihypocontinuous subset H of 
B(E x F, G) is equicontinuous~ 
ProoL (based on [ 23], Proposition 1. 7) 
Let W be a closed a'bsolutely convex neighbourhood 
of O in G. For each n Em H( ,A ) is 
- n 
equicontinuous on E , so there is a neighbourhood 
W of 0 in E with 
n 
H(W ,A ) = {h(x,y) I h E H, x E W , y E A } c_ !W . 
n n n n 
By the M-quasinorrnability of E , to each W there· 
n 
corresponds an absolutely convex neighbourhood Un 
of 0 in E satisfying 
(VE > 0)(3M E M) u c M + EW 
n n 
Applying the countable neighbourhood condition, we 
obtain a sequence 
that 
(£ ) of positive numbers such 
n 
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00 
u = n 
n=1 
1 
-u £ n 
n 
is again a neighbourhood of 0 in E . For each 
n E JN , choose M E M 
n 
so that 
U c M + £ W 
n n n n 
Because H(M , ) is equicontinuous on F , there 
n -
is a neighbourhood V of 
n 
0 in F with 
H(M ,v ) = {h(x,y) I h E H, x E M , y E v } c ~w . 
n n n n 
Put 
00 
V = LJ (A n £ V ) 
n=i n n n 
then V is a neighbourhood of 0 in F . 
We wish to show that 
H(U,V) = {h(x,y) I h E H, x E U, y E V} ~ W ~ 
Let h E H, x E u and y E v be given. For some 
n E JN 
' 
y E A n £ v 
n n n 
Then 
x E U 1 u 1 M + w c c £ n £ n n n n 
so 
h(x,y) E H(-1._ M 
n' 
£ v ) + H(W ,A ) c w £ n n n n n 
3. Corollary: 
If E and F are . gDF spaces, then every 
equihypocontinuous subset of B(E x F) is 
equicontinuous. 
. 
D 
D 
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4.5 The 11 Probleme des Topologies 11 
0. At the end of his paper [9], Grothendieck listed a 
number of open problems. One he singled out as 
being of particular importance: Is Bbb(E x F) a 
DF space whenever E and F are Frechet spaces? 
An answer to this question would enable us to 
strengthen Corollary 2.1.1 considerably. 
1. The difficulty lies in the fact that aithough 
B(E x F) can always be identified with (E @ F) I ' 
7T 
there are lcs spaces E and F for which the 
strong topology on (E ® 
7T 
F) I b lS strictly finer 
than the topology on Bbb(E x F) ( [ 17] §41.6). 
We would like to know if there are Frechet spaces 
with this property. The question as to whether 
(E ® 
7T 
F) I ~ 
b 
for all lcs spaces E and F belonging to a given 
class is referred to as the "Probleme des Topologies" 
for that class. Grothendieck's original conjecture 
remains unanswered, but we are able to solve the 
"Probleme des Topologies" for gDF spaces. 
2. Theorem: 
Let E and F be lcs spaces, with M a collection 
of closed and bounded discs in E , as described in 
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1.3.0, and N a similar collection in F. If the 
topology on E is localizable on a fundamental 
sequence M1, M2, ... of members of M, and that 
on F on a corresponding sequence N1, N2, of. 
members of N , then the projective tensor product 
topology on E 0 F is localizable on (fx (M x N· ) ) • 
TI . n n 
Proof: 
It is easy to check that A = (rx(M x N )) 
n n 
is 
indeed an absorbent sequence in E 0 F . To show 
that nA coincides with the projective tensor 
product topology on E @ F , we need only prove 
. TI 
that x: E x F + E @ F is a continuous map into 
(E @ F, nA) . In fact, it is sufficient to show 
that · {x} is M x N-equihypocontinuous with 
respect to nA because of the obvious symmetry, 
we shall only check that 
x<M, ) = {x(x, ) I x E M} 
is equicontinuous on F for all M E M 
A basic nA-neighbourhood of 0 in E 0 F is a 
disc W such that for each· n E JN' there exist closed 
absolutely convex neighbourhoods of 0 , Un in E 
and V in F , satisfying 
n 
rx(U x v ) n fx(M x N ) c w . 
n n n n 
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To show that X(M, ) is equicontinuous on F , we 
need only check that 
V =. { y E F I (Vx E M) x ® y E W} 
is a neighbourhood of 0 in F . Since M is 
bounded in E , for each n E lli there is an 
a > 0 such that a M c U 
n n n For all n E lli 
sufficiently large, we have that M :: Mn. For 
such n , 
x (M x (a v n N ) ) c x (U x v ) n x (M x N ) c w . 
n n n n n n n 
This means that 
a V n N c V 
n n n 
since the topology on F is localizable on (N ) ' n 
it follows that V is a neighbourhood of 0 in F . 
0 
3. Proposition (Ruess [23] Proposition 1.8) 
Let E and F be gDF spaces, with fundamental 
sequences of bounded sets A1, A2, in E and 
in F • Then E ® F is a ·gDF 
'IT 
as a fundamental sequence of bounded sets. 
Proof: 
In view of the above Theorem, we need only check 
sequence of bounded sets in 
is a fundamental 
E ~ F • 
'IT 
It is easy 
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to see that each r(A x B) X n n is bounded in 
E ® F • 
7T 
Because the topology on 
localizable on <rx<An x B ) ) 
' 
it 
n 
Lemma 3. 1. 0 that every bounded disc 
absorbed by some rx(A x B ) . 
n n 
4. Corollaries: 
E @ F 
7T 
follows 
in E 
If E and F are gDF spaces, then 
a. E @ F is a gDF space. 
7T 
b. (E @ F)' ~ Bbb(E x F) 7T b . 
c. Bbb(E x F) is a Frechet space. 
Proof: 
a. From Proposition 3.1.2. 
is 
from 
@ F 
7T 
is 
0 
b. We need only check that every basic neighbourhood 
of 0 in (E ~ F)' can be identified with a 
7T b 
neighbourhood of 0 in Bbb(E x F) If C 
is a bounded disc in E ~ F , then by the 
7T 
Proposition there exist bounded discs, A in 
E and B in F , with 
C c rx(A x B) • 
Thus 
B[A x B] c co , 
as required. 
c. By b. Bbb(E x F) is the strong dual of a 
gDF space. 0 
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5.0 SEMIMONTEL gDF SPACES 
0. Having examined DF spaces in some detail, we now 
look at a class of gDF spaces which might be 
thought of as lying at the opposite end of the 
spectrum. Whereas DF spaces were,originally 
modelled after the strong duals of Frechet spaces, 
semiMontel gDF spaces are all of the form F' p 
for some Frechet space F . Since DF spaces have 
by definition a fairly strong barrelledness 
property, their topologies are comparatively fine. 
By contrast, the topology on a semiMontel gDF 
space is in a sense the coarsest topology localizable 
on the same fundamental sequence of bounded sets. 
1. Definitions (Kothe [17] §23.9) 
We refer to E' as the polar dual of the lcs space p 
E . If E can be identified algebraically with 
( E 1 ) ' , we say E is po Zar semirefZexive. If in p 
addition the topologies on E and on (EI ) I 
p p ' 
coincide, E is polar reflexive. 
2. It is easy to see E ~s polar semireflexive if and 
only if each precompact disc in E is relatively 
compact. Thus a Schwartz space is polar semireflexive 
..;. 70 -
if and only if it is semiMontel. Every quasi-
complete space is polar semireflexive. (The 
converse is not true - for a counter-example see 
[ 11] ) . 
3. Proposition: 
Every semiMontel gDF space E is polar reflexive. 
Proof: 
Because E is quasicomplete, it is polar semireflexive. 
To see that the topology on E is coarser than that 
of ( E')' , let U be a closed absolutely convex p p 
neighbourhood of 0 in E . By the Grothendieck 
'uo Interchange Theorem, is precompact in 
so u = uoo is a neighbourhood of 0 in 
E' p 
(EI ) ' p p 
Conversely, 4.2.5 says the topology on E is 
localizable on a fundamental sequence of precompact 
discs. By Proposition 3.3.0 this means each pre-
compact disc in E' p is equicontinuous on E , so 
the topology on ( E')' is coarser than that of E . p p 
0 
4. Corollary: 
Every semiMontel gDF space E is the polar dual 
of a Frechet space. 
Proof: 
By Theorem 3.0.7, 
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E' is a Frechet space. p 
5.1 The Banach-Dieudonne Theorem 
D 
0. We would like to show that the converse to Corollary 
5.0.4 is also true. 
1. Lemma: 
The po Zar dua Z of a barre Z Zed space F i.s semiMon te Z. 
Proof: 
Every bounded disc 
on F that B 
B. in F' is equicontinuous p 
is relatively compact in F' p 
follows from the Grothendieck I~terchange Theorem. 
2. If F is a lcs space, let v(F' ,F) denote the 
D 
topology on F' 
me of uniform convergence on Mackey-
convergent sequences in · F . (Note that this 
topology is a duality-invariant: it is determined 
by th~ dual pair <F',F > , not by the specific 
topology on F .) 
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3. Theorem: 
4 . 
If F &s a metrizable las space, then v(F' ,F) 
is the finest topology on F' coinciding with 
a(F' ,F) on equicontinuous sets. 
Proof: 
See [24] IV §6.3. 
This is one formulation of the classic. Banach-
Dieudonne Theorem; there are many others. It 
follows immediately that if F is a metrizable 
lcs space, then v(F' ,F) is localizable on a 
fundamental sequence of equicontinuous discs in 
F' 
s 
5. Corollaries: 
If F is a Frechet space, then 
a. F' = F' me p 
b. ·F' is a semiMontel gDF space. p 
c. F &S polar reflexive. 
0 
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Proof: 
a. By Lemma 1.3.6 the topology on F' coincides p 
with o(F' ,F) on the equicontinuous subsets of 
F' v(F' ,F) is the finest topology with this 
property. 
b. From 3.1.4 we have that F' is a gDF space; 
me 
c. 
Lemma 5.1.1 says F' is semiMontel. p 
By Proposition 5.0.3 F' is polar reflexive, p 
hence so is ( F' ) ' = F p p 
6. Corollary: 
D 
Let D be a dense linear subspace of a metrizable 
lcs space F . If P is a subset of F ~ the 
following are equivalent: 
a. P is precompact in F 
b. There exists a null sequence (xk) in D with 
p = r{xk} . 
Proof: 
F' = F' = D' p me me 
D 
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5.2 The duality between Frechet spaces and semiMontel 
gDF spaces. 
0. Together Corollaries 5.0.4 and 5.1.5b describe a 
one-to-one correspondence between Frechet spaces 
and semiMontel gDF spaces. Applying Lemma 1.3.7, 
we see this correspondence extends to the continuous 
linear maps between such spaces: if E and F are 
either Frechet spaces or semiMontel gDF spaces, 
then TE L(E,F) <===> T' E L(F' E') . p' p This duality 
between the class of Frechet spaces and the class 
of semiMontel gDF spaces was first discussed by 
Brauner [2]. 
1. Since every Montel space is barrelled, all Montel 
gDF spaces are DF spaces. By 1.8.2, a lcs space 
E is a Montel DF space if and only if E' = E' b p 
is a Frechet Montel space. Thus under the duality 
mentioned above, the Montel DF spaces are in 
correspondence with the Frechet Montel spaces; 
again this correspondence can be extended to the 
continuous linear maps between these spaces. 
2. By Corollary 2.4.9b, a semiMontel DF space must 
be Montel. However, since there exist Frechet 
spaces which are not reflexive, there do exist 
semiMontel gDF spaces which are not Montel, and 
which are therefore not DF spaces. 
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3. Corollary 2.4.2 says every separable o-quasibarrelled 
space is quasibarrelled. However, there do exist 
semiMontel gDF spaces which are separable but not 
quasibarrelled, and which are therefore sequentially 
quasibarrelled but not o-quasibarrelled. For an 
example, let X be a separable non-reflexive Banach 
space, and consider (Xb)~ . 
.4. Theorem 2.4.7 says every precompact disc in a DF 
space is metrizable. In a semiMontel gDF space, 
precompact discs need not be metrizable; they need 
not even be separable. Let B be the unit ball in 
a non-separable reflexive Banach space X By 
the Grothendieck Interchange Theorem, B is 
precompact in E = (X')' b p but if B were 
separable in E , it would have to be separable 
in X . 
5. Proposition 4.2.6 says the completion of a Schwartz 
gDF space is semiMontel. We can use this to 
obtain the following characterization: 
6. · Theorem: 
' 
If E is a lcs space~ the following are equivalent: 
a. E is a Schwartz gDF space. 
b. E is dense in the polar dual of a Frechet space. 
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c. E &s sequentially quasibarrelled and contains 
a fundamental sequence of precompact sets. 
Proof: 
a. ~ b.: By Corollary 5.0.4, E is the polar dual 
of a Frechet space. 
b.~c.: Suppose 
is a Frechet space. 
E is dense in F' , where F p 
If {Vk I k E JN} is a local 
base for the topology on F , then E n V~ , 
E n v~ , form a fundamental sequence of 
precompact sets in E • Since F' is a gDF p 
space, it is sequentialiy quasibarrelled, and hence 
so is E • 
c. ~ a.: Because E contains a fundamental 
sequence of precompact sets, E' is metrizable. p 
If U is a neighbourhood of 0 in E , then uo 
is precompact in E' , so by Corollary 5.1.6 there p 
exists a null sequence (f ) 
n 
in E' such that p 
u0 =r{fn} . Thus the topology on E is coarser 
Conversely, if (gn) is a 
null sequence in E~ = Eb , it follows from the 
sequential quasibarrelledness of E that {g } is 
, n 
equicontinuous on E ; therefore the topology on 
E is \) ( ( E~) I 'EI ) IE . By 5.1.4, E is a gDF 
space; by 4.2.5 it is a Schwartz space. D 
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7. The Theorem above should be compared with the 
8. 
following : 
Theorem (Brudovskii [3] ): 
If E is a lcs space, the following are equivalent: 
a. E is a Schwartz DF space. 
b. E is 4ense in the strong dual of a Frechet 
Mantel space. 
c. E is countably quasibarrelled and contains a 
fundamental sequence of precompact sets. D 
Theorem (Garling [8]) 
If E is a lcs space, the following are equivalent: 
a. E ~s a reflexive DF space. 
b. E is the strong dual of a reflexive Frechet 
space. 
c. E is barrelled and contains a fundamental 
sequence of a(E,E')-compact discs. 
Proof: 
We shall only show c. ~a.: 
Because E' k is metrizable, it is quasibarrelled, 
and so each B(E,E' )-bounded closed disc in E is 
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o(E,E')-compact. But E is barrelled, so all 
bounded subsets of E are B(E,E' )-bounded. It 
follows that the fundamental sequence of o(E,E' )-
compact discs in E is also a fundamental sequence 
of bounded sets. As E is. barrelled, this means 
E is a DF space. D 
5.3 The associated Schwartz space 
0. While proving 5.2.6, we noted that the topology on 
a Schwartz gDF space E is the topology 
v(ffi~)' ,E')jE of uniform convergence on the Mackey-
convergent sequences in E' p Jarchow and Swart 
[15] have shown how to characterize the Schwartz 
topology associated with any lcs space E in terms 
of suitable sequences ·in E' Using their 
construction, we shall investigate the Schwartz 
topology associated with a gDF space. 
1. Theorem: 
If U is a local base for the topology T on a 
lcs space E ~ then 
us = {{f }0 
n 
(3U E LJ) (f ) converges to 
n 
0 in Eijo} 
&s a local base for the associated Schwartz topology 
s 
T on E 
• 
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Proof: 
We first check that the topology that has 
its local base is a Schwartz topology on 
{f } a E Us 
' 
then (f ) converges to 0 n n 
for some U E u . For each n E JN let 
rn = Pua(fn) be the norm of fn in Eija 
-1 
us 
E . 
in 
(r 2 f) also converges to O in Eu' a , so n n 
as 
Let 
E{;o 
Then 
V = {r -~f }a E Us . Now (f ) converges to 0 
n n n 
r{f } 
n is precompact in Eva . Since 
the norm topology on EI a v is linked to a(E' ,E) , 
the closure of f{f } 
n 
in EI a v is {f }aa n 
Thus · {fn}aa is compact in Eva ; according to 
Proposition 4.0.4 this means that V E us is 
totally bounded relative to {f }a 
n We therefore 
have that us is a local base for a Schwartz 
topology. To show that there is no finer Schwartz 
topology on E coarser than T , we shall prove 
that whenever V E U is totally bounded relative 
to U E U , there exists an { f } a E Us 
n such that 
. {f }a cu 
n Since ua is relatively compact in 
Eva by Proposition 4.0.4, it follows from 
Corollary 5.1.6 that there exists a null sequence 
(f ) 
n such that ua c {f }aa n 
0 
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2. Corollary: 
The Schwartz space associated with E' b is E' me 0 
3. In 3.0.11 we mentioned that if E is a gDF space, 
.. 
then (E",B(E",E')), is a (complete) DF space. 
From Corollary 5.1.5b we have that (E",v(E",E' )) 
is a semiMontel gDF space; it follows from the 
above result that v(E",E') is the Schwartz topo-
logy associated with B(E",E') . 
4. Proposition: 
If (E,•) &s a gDF space, then so &s its 
associated Schwa~tz space (E,•s) 
Proof: 
s 
Because T and T share the same bounded sets, 
the fundamental sequence B1, B2, ... of bounded 
sets in (E,T) will also serve as a fundamental 
sequence of bounded sets in (E,T) In fact, 
since bounded sets in s (E,T ) are precompact, 
B1, B2, ... will be a fundamental sequende of 
precompact sets in s (E,T ) . According to Theorem 
5.2.6, to show that (E,,s) is a gDF space, we 
need only prove that s (E,T ) is sequentially 
5 . 
.. 
quasibarrelled. 
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Let (f ) be a null sequence in 
n 
Eb . Because (E,T) is sequentially quasibarrelled, 
{f } is equicontinuous on (E,T) . Since (E,T) 
n 
is quasinormable,we have from Corollary 4.3.5 that 
B(E' ,E) coincides on {f }00 with the topology of 
n 
uniform convergence on some neighbourhood U of 0 
in (E,T) . Thus ( f ) converges to 0 in Eijo. n . 
By Theorem 5 . 3 . 1 ' this means that {f n } is equi-
continuous s required. on (E,T ) 
' 
as 
Note that because s T is linked to a(E,E') , 
on each bounded disc in (E,T) the topologies s T 
and a(E,E') coincide. Thus if (E,T) is a gDF 
space, its associated Schwartz topology s T may be 
thought of as the coarsest topology on E that is 
both finer than a(E~E') and localizable on the 
same fundamental sequence of bounded sets . 
D 
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~ 
6.0 LINEAR MAPS BETWEEN gDF AND FRECHET SPACES 
0. In the case when X and Y are Banach spaces, 
the spaces Kb(X,Y) , Wb(X,Y) and Lb(X,Y) have 
been the subject of much study. In this Chapter 
we turn our attention to K(E,F) , W(E,F) and 
L(E,F) , where E and F are lcs spaces. We 
shall see many of the well-known results of the 
Banach space theory carry through provided we 
choose E to be a gDF space and F a Frechet 
space. 
1. In many ways, this is the central result: 
Proposition: 
If E and F are Zcs spaces, then 
-a. K(E,F) :::: B(E x FI ) ~ (E © FI ) I ca Tr ca 
-b. W(E,F) :::: B(E x FI) ~ (E © FI) I k k . Tr 
Proof: 
We shall only prove a. 
Since B(E x F) :::: (E ®rr F)' for any lcs spaces E 
and F, we need only show that K(E,F) :::: B(E x F' ) . 
ca 
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A 
Given T E K(E,F) 
' 
define T E B(E x FI ) by 
,. 
T(x,g) = <Tx g> 
for all x E E and g E F' Because T is a 
compact linear map, there exists a neighbourhood 
U of 0 in E together with a compact disc K 
in F such that 
TU c K • 
Since U x Ko is a neighbourhood of 0 in 
E x F' and 
ca 
A I T(x,g)j < 1 
whenever ( x, g) E U x K O 
,. 
T is continuous on 
E x F' 
ca 
Given h E B(E x F' ) , define 
ca 
h E L( E, F) by 
< hx , g > = h ( x , g ) 
for all x E E and g E F' A similar argument 
. 
shows h E K(E,F) ; we therefore have an isomorphism 
between K(E,F) and B(E x F' ) . 
ca 
2. Compact linear maps were first studied in the 
context of Banach spaces: there TE L(X,Y) is 
compact if T maps the unit ball in X onto a 
D 
relatively compact disc in Y . We have chosen to 
generalize this to lcs spaces by defining 
T E L(E,F) to be compact if T maps some 
neighbourhood of 0 in E onto a relatively 
compact disc in F . However, in a Banach space 
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the unit ball is not only a neighbourhood of O 
/ 
it is also a fundamental bounded set. We could 
equally well have chosen to define T E L(E,F) 
to be compact if T maps the bounded discs in 
E onto relatively compact discs in F . In 
general, this definition results in a different· 
class of linear maps; we shall now prove that 
in the case when E is a gDF space and F is 
a Frechet space, the two definitions are equivalent. 
3. Proposition: 
Let M be a collection of closed and bounded 
discs in a lcs space E , as described in 1.3.0, 
such that E is M-quasinormable and satisfies the 
countable neighbourhood condition. If H -is an 
equicontinuous subset of L(E,F) , where F is a 
Frechet space, then the following are equivalent: 
a. There exists a neighbourhood u of 0 in E 
such that 
H(U) = {Tx I T E H 
' 
x E U} 
is (a(F,F')-) relatively compact in F 
b. For each .M E M 
H(.M) = {Tx I T E H 
' 
x E .M} 
is (a(F,F')-) precompact in F 
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Proof (based on [23] Proposition 2.1) 
a.~ b.: Each ME M is bounded, hence absorbed 
by u . 
b. ~ a.: We shall only consider the "compact" 
case. 
If { v k I k E m} is a local base for the topology 
on F , then by Theorem 5.1.3 the topology on 
F' = F' is localizable on A = (Vo) p ca n Given 
A. 
TE H, define TE BCE x F') by 
" T ( x , g ) = < Tx , g > 
for all x E E and g E F' . It follows from b. 
that 
.... .... 
H = {T I T E H} 
is M x A-equihypocontinuous on E x F' 
ca 
By 
.... 
Theorem 4.4.2 H is an equicontinuous subset of 
B(E x F' ) 
ca 
so there exists a neighbourhood U 
of 0 in E together with a compact disc K in 
F such that 
"' IT(x,g) I ,;;;; 1 
for all T E H , x E U and g E Ko . This means 
H(U) c Koo = K . 
D 
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4. Corollary: 
Let E be a gDF space and F a Frechet space. 
A linear map T E L(E,F) ~s (weakly) compact if 
and only if T maps bounded discs in E onto 
(a(F,F')-) precompact discs in F 
5. Comparing these results with Lemma 1.3.7, we 
immediately obtain a generalization of Schauder's 
Theorem: 
Proposition: 
0 
Let E and F be lcs spaces, with M a collection 
of closed and bounded discs in E , as described 
in 1.3.~and N a similar collection in F. 
Suppose the topologies on E and on F are 
localizable on fundamental sequences of members of 
M and of N Then 
a. T E KCE,FN) if and only if T' E KCF,EM) . 
b. T E W(E,FN) if and only if T' E W(F,EM) 
6. Since continuous linear maps preserve precompact-
ness, the following can be derived immediately 
from Corollary 6.0.4 : 
0 
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Corollaries: 
Let F be a Frechet space. 
a. If E is a Schwartz gDF space, then 
K(E,F) = L(E,F) 
b. If E is a semireflexive gDF space, then 
W(E,F) = L(E,F) 
7. In the case when E is an M-quasinormable space 
satisfying the countable neighbourhood condition 
D 
and F is a Frechet space, we can use Lemma 1.3.7 
to identify the compact linear maps in K(E,F) 
as being exactly those T E L(E,F) whose 
restrictions to each ME M are cr(E,E')-continuous. 
In particular, when the topology on E is localizable 
on a fundamental sequence of members of M , they 
are exactly the linear maps in L(E,F) that remain 
continuous when E is replaced by its associated 
Schwartz space. 
8. In effect, Corollaries 6.0.6a and 6.0.6b give 
conditions that can be placed on a lcs space E to 
ensure that every continuous linear map from E 
into a Frechet space F is either compact or 
weakly compact. We can get away with less stringent 
conditions on E provided we restrict our choice 
of F . 
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9. Propositions (Ruess [22] Theorem 2.6) 
Let E be a Zcs space satiBfying the countable 
neighbourhood condition. 
a. If F is a Frechet Montez space, then 
K(E,F) = L(E,F) . 
b. If F is a reflexive Frechet space, then 
W(E,F) = L(E,F) . 
Proof: Straightforward. 
10. Even when X and Y are Banach spaces, it is 
possible for K(X,Y) , W(X,Y) and L(X,Y) to 
be distinct. However, Kb(X,Y) , Wb(X,Y) and 
Lb(X,Y) are Banach spaces; we now look for 
analogues of this result. 
11. Proposition: 
Let E be a Zcs space and F a Frechet space, 
with M as before. If E &s M-quasinormable 
D 
and satisfies the countable neighbourhood condition, 
then both K(E,F) and W(E,F) are closed in 
LM(E,F) . 
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Proof (based on [23] Proposition 2.5) 
Consider a linear map T lying in the closure of 
K(E,F) in LM(E,F) . In view of Proposition 6.0.3, 
to show that T E K(E,F) , we need only prove T 
maps each M E M onto a precompact disc in F . 
Let V be a closed absolutely convex neighbourhood 
of 0 ln F Because L[M,V] lS a neighbourhood 
of 0 ln LM(E,F) 
' 
there is an s E K(E,F) with 
cs - T) E L[M,V] 
This means 
TM c SM + V . 
Since SM is precompact in F , it follows that 
so is TM . A similar argument shows W(E,F) is 
closed in LM(E,F) . 0 
12. Corollary 
If E is a gDF space and F is a Frechet space, 
then K(E,F) and W(E,F) are closed in Lb(E,F). 
0 
13. Thus whenever the topology on E is localizable 
on a fundamental sequence of membyrs of M , and 
F is a Frechet space, KM(E,F) and WM(E,F) are 
Frechet spaces. 
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6.1. A generalization of the Banach-Dieudonne Theorem 
0. In the previous Chapter we discussed the duality 
between Frechet spaces and semiMontel gDF spaces. 
If both E and F are Frechet spaces, then so is 
E 0 F 
7T 
we would like to know if there is any 
direct relationship between the ~emiMontel gDF 
spaces E' F' and p ' p (E 69 F)' 7T p It turns out 
there is; in fact .if either E or F satisfies 
a ce~tain extra condition, then 
(E 0 F)' ~ E' 69 F' 
7T p p E: p 
What is particularly interesting is that there 
exists a symmetrical relationship between E' p ' 
F' and (E 0 F)' when E and F are semi-p 7T p 
Montel gDF spaces. This symmetry, in the case 
when E or F satisfies the extra condition, was 
first observed by Buchwalter; the more general 
case was established by Kothe ([17] §45.3) and 
Hollstein [12]. 
1. Corollary 5.1.6 says that in a Frechet space F 
containing a dense linear subspace D a set R 
is precompact if and only if there exists a null 
sequence (xk) in D such that each x E R can 
be expressed in the form 
x = 
for some 
00 
l l.kxk 
k=1 00 
with l l><kl 
k=1 
used to prove the following: 
.;;;; 1 . This can be 
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2. Lemma ([19] VII §2) 
If E and F are metrizable lcs spaces, the 
following are equivalent: 
a. R is a precompact set in E ® F . 
1T 
b. There exist precompact discs P in E and Q 
in F such that 
R c fx(P x Q) • 
3. Proposition: 
If E and F are Frechet spaces, then 
Proof: 
(E ® F) I 
1T 
(E ® F)' ~ K (E,F') • 
1T p p p 
= (E @ (FI ) I ) I by polar. reflexivity. 
1T p p 
= (E ® (FI ) I ) I since F' is quasi-1T p ca p 
complete. 
~ K(E F') 
' p by Proposition 6.0.1b. 
Basic neighbourhoods of 0 in (E ® F)' are of 
1T p 
the form Ro , where R is a precompact set in 
-
0 
E i»1T F. By Lemma 6.1.2 there·are precompact discs 
P in E and Q in F such that 
R c rx(P x Q) • 
Put 
B[p x Q] = {h E B(E x F) 
( 'Vx E P , y E Q) lh<x,y) I ~ 1} 
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then 
B[P x Q] ~Ro . 
Basic neighbourhoods of 0 in K (E,F') p p are of 
the form K[P,QO] , where P and Q are pre-
compact discs in E and in F . It is 
straightforward to check that under the isomorphism 
between (E ® F)' and' K(E,F') , B[P x Q] 
TI p 
corresponds to K[P,Q 0]. 0 
4. Lemma ([22] Theorem 2.2) 
If E and F are Frechet spaces~ then 
K(E,F') = L(E,F') p p 
Proof: 
Let {U. I j E Th!} and {V. I J E Th!} be local J J 
bases for the topologies on E and on F . To 
show that T E L(E,F') p is a compact linear map, 
it is sufficient to show that for some n 'J Elli 
TU c v ~ 
n - J 
Suppose not, then for each J E JN there is an 
x. E u. with Tx. ( v? Since (x.) is a J J J J J 
null sequence in E 
' 
{Tx.} is 
J 
pre compact in 
F~ , contradicting the fact that V~, vg, 
form a fundamental sequence of precompact sets in 
F' . p 
' 
0 
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5. (The above Lemma should be compared with Corollary 
6.0.6a, which says that if E and F are Frechet 
spaces, then 
K(E' ,F) - L(E' ,F) . ) p p 
6. Theorem (Hollstein [12] Satz 6) 
If E and F are Frechet spaces~ then 
(E® F) 1 ~ L (EF'). 
1T p p ' p 
7. Thus if E and F are Frechet spaces, then 
L (E,F') is a semiMontel gDF space. This p p 
extends Corollary 5.1.Sb. In fact, this result 
can be thought of as a generalization of the 
Banach-Dieudonne Theorem; using Lemma 1.3.6 we 
immediately have the ·following : 
8. Corollary (Brauner [2] Corollary 2.7) 
If E and F are Frechet spaces~ then the 
topology on Lp(E,F~) of precompact convergence 
is the finest topology on L(E,F') that coincides p 
with the topology of simple convergence on equi-
continuous sets. 
0 
0 
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6.2 The s-product 
0. At this stage it is convenient to introduce a 
concept invented by L Schwartz: 
Definition (K5the [17] §43.3(3' )): 
If E and F are lcs spaces, then 
E s F = L (E' ,F) . 
e ca 
1. We can now express Theorem 6.1.6 in the following 
form : 
Proposition ([171 §45.3(1)) 
If E and F are Frechet spaces, then 
(E ® F) I """ E' £ F' 
~ p p p 
Proof: 
By polar reflexivity 
L(EF') ~ L((E')' F') p ' p e p ca' p 
0 
2. Exploiting the duality between Frechet spaces and 
semiMontel gDF spaces, we obtain the following: 
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Corollary: 
If E and F are semiMonteZ gDF spaces, then 
(E'0 F 1 )' ~ Ee:F p 1f p p 
3 . ·prop o s i ti on ( [ 1 7] § 4 5 • 3 ( 5 ) ) 
If E and F are Frechet spaces, then 
Proof: 
Ee: F~ (E' 0 F')' p 1f p p 
From Corollary 6.0.Ga we have that 
E E: F = L (E' ,F) e ca 
= L (E' , F) e p 
= K (E' F) . e p' 
It follows from Proposition 6.0.1a that 
K(E' ,F) 
-
(E' 0 FI ) p p 1f ca 
~ (E' ~ FI ) . p 1f p 
Since E' and F' are both gDF spaces, p p 
Corollary 4.5.4b says 
Let 
(E' © F')' -p 1f p b 
{U. 
J 
J Elli} 
B (E' x F') . 
ee p p 
and { V . I j E DJ} 
J 
be local 
bases for the topologies on E and on F . A 
routine calculation shows that under the 
isomorphism between K(E' ,F) p and B(E' x F') p / p 
0 
0 K[U.,V.] 
J J 
Thus 
and so 
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corresponds to 0 0 B[u. x v.J 
J J 
K CE',F) =::: B (E' F') 
e p ee p' p 
E E F =::: CE~ @n F~)b • 
Furthermore, since fxCu10 x V1D) 
' ... 
form a fundamental sequence of bounded sets in 
E' ® F' E' ® F' is semiMontel. It follows p n p ' p n p 
that 
CE'® F')' =:::CE'® F')' . p n p b p n p p D 
4. Corollary: 
If E and F are semiMonteZ gDF spaces, then 
E' E F' "" CE ® F) I P P n P D 
5. To summarize 
Theorem CHollstein [12] Satz 1) 
If E and F are either both Frechet spaces or 
both semiMonteZ gDF spaces, then 
a. CE ® F) I =::: E' E F' a I• E @ F =::: CE' E FI) I . . n p p p n p p p 
"b; CE' ® F') I ~ E F b I• E'® F' =::: CE E F)' E . p n p p p n p p 
D 
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6.3 The approximation property 
0. If E and F are lcs spaces, then E 181 F 
E 
can be 
identified with, F ( E' , F) , which in turn forms a 
e s 
subspace of 
of E i:: F . 
L (E' ,F) . 
e ca Thus E 181 F is a subspace E 
1. Definition ((17] §43.1) 
2 . 
A lcs space E is said to have the approximation 
property if F(E,E) is dense in 
Proposition 
L (E,E) p 
Let E and F be las spaces. If either E or F 
has the approximation property, then F(E,F) is 
dense in L (E,F) • p 
Proof: 
Suppose T E L(E,F) , P ·is a precompact disc in 
E and V is a closed absolutely convex neighbour-
hood of 0 in F . Consider first the case when 
E has the approximation property. Let U be a 
neighbourhood of 0 in E such that TU c V . 
Since F(E,E) is dense in Lp(E,E) , there is an 
S E F(E,E) with 
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Sx - x E U 
for all x E P . But then TS E F(E,F) and 
TS - T E L[P,V] , 
as required. 
Now suppose F has the ~pproxirnation property. 
Since TP is precornpact in F and F(F,F) is 
dense in L (F,F) , there exists an R E F(F,F) p 
with 
Ry - y E V 
for all y E TP . Then RT E F(F,F) and 
RT - TE LfP,V] 
as required. 
3. Lemma: 
A Zcs space E has the approximation property if 
and only if E; has the approximation property. 
Proof: 
T E L(E,E) <==> T' 
S E F(E,E) <==> S' 
E L(E' E') p' p 
E F(E' E') 
p' p ' 
0 
0 
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4. Proposition: 
,Let E and F be either Frechet spaces or semi-
Montez gDF spaces. If either E or F has the 
approximation property, E 0 F is dense in E s F 
Proof: 
E E F = L (E' ,F) = L (E' ,F) 
e ca p p 
E @ F 
5. The following is a simple variation of Lemma 1.3.7; 
it proves useful in establishing some of the basic 
properties of E s F : 
6. Lemma: 
Let E and F be lcs spaces. 
If TE L(E',F) is (a(E',E), a(F,F'))-continuous, 
then the foZZowing are equivaZent: 
a. T maps equicontinuous discs &n E' onto 
reZativeZy compact discs in F . 
b. T' E L(F' E) . 
ca' 
c. For each neighbourhood v of o in f , the 
restriction of T' to v0 is a a(F' ,F)-
continuous map into E 
0 
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a'·· T' maps equicontinuous discs 'in F' onto 
relatively compact discs in E 
b , .. T E L(E' ,F) . 
ca 
c,. For each neighbourhood u of 0 in E , the 
restriction of T to uo is a a(E' ,E)-
continuous map into F . 
7. Note that E 
€ F ""' F E E . 
8. Lemma: 
Let E and F be lcs spaces. If either E or 
F is complete, then so is E e: F . 
Proof: 
Suppose F is complete. By 1.3.9, to show that 
L (E' ,F) is complete, we need only prove that 
e ca 
if a (a(E' ,E), a(F,F'))-continuous linear map 
T E L(E' ,F) is continuous on each equicontinuous 
disc in· E' 
ca 
then T is continuous throughout 
E' ; this follows immediately from Lemma 6. 3. 6. ca 
0 
0 
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9. Proposition: 
Let E and F be either Frechet spaces or semi-
Mantel gDF spaces. If either E or F has the 
approximation property, then 
E 0 F = E c:: F . D 
E: 
10. Theorem (Hollstein [12] Korollar 1) 
Let E and F be either both Frechet spaces or 
both semiMontel gDF spaces. If either E or 
F has the approximation property, then 
a. (E 0 F) I - E' 0 F' 1T p p E: p 
b. (EI 0 FI ) I "" E ® F p 1T p p E: 
a'. E 0 F "" (E' 0 FI) I 1T p E: p p 
b , • E' 0 F' "" (E 0 F)' p 1T p E: p D 
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